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ROCKLER ADDS NEW SAWSTOP JOBSITE TABLESAW  

Portable and Compact with SawStop Safety Technology

MEDINA, MN (April 7, 2015) - Rockler Woodworking and Hardware has added 
the SawStop Jobsite Tablesaw to its product selection. It is the first fully portable 
compact table saw to feature SawStop's innovative safety brake, a feature that 
immediately stops the saw blade if it makes contact with skin. Its pedal-controlled 
stand functions as a dolly with 8-inch wheels when in the folded position, which 
allows users to easily move the saw around home, garage and jobsite areas, even 
up and down stairs.

The compact footprint of the SawStop Jobsite Tablesaw is convenient for those 
with limited space, especially hobbyists and do-it-yourselfers who work in a garage 
space shared with cars, bikes and other tools and machinery. The folding stand 
and rolling wheels are also very handy for contractors and others who need to 
transport the saw from site to site.

"The SawStop Jobsite Tablesaw is a unique combination of large saw capability 
and compact saw mobility," says Steve Krohmer, Rockler's vice president of 
product marketing and strategy. "It's perfect for people who don't have abundant 
space to permanently dedicate to a large table saw, and the unique safety brake 
feature provides peace of mind every time the saw is powered up."

Though compact and mobile, the SawStop Jobsite Tablesaw is a full-featured 10" 
table saw. The table extension rides on rails that slide out for a maximum rip cut 
of 25-1/2" right of the blade, while the sliding T-square fence ensures precise cuts 
and parallelism with the blade. One-turn blade elevation adjusts the blade to the 
desired height where competing saws require up to 25 turns to achieve the same 
adjustment.

The SawStop Jobsite Tablesaw (56191) is priced at $1,299 and can be ordered at 
rockler.com or Rockler Woodworking and Hardware stores nationwide. For store 
locations or a free catalog, visit www.rockler.com or call 1-877-ROCKLER.
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ABOUT ROCKLER WOODWORKING AND HARDWARE
Celebrating its 61st year as a family-run business, Rockler Woodworking and Hardware is the na-
tion’s premier supplier of specialty hardware, tools, lumber and other high quality woodworking and 
do-it-yourself products. Rockler has 29 retail locations in AZ, CA, CO, GA, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, MN, 
MO, NH, NY, OH, OR, PA, TX, WA, and WI, as well as extensive catalog and internet operations.  

To learn more about Rockler, please visit www.rockler.com or call 1-877-ROCKLER.
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